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Abstract. In this paper we investigate a family of second order differential equations which can
be considered as the continuous versions of the Fletcher-Reeves iteration for minimization ap-
plied to a regularized and penalized convex programming problem. We show that synchronizing
the parameter functions of the differential equation the stationary limit point of the trajectories is
the minimal norm solution of the given convex programming problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Several types of ordinary differential equation (shortly ODE) systems are known
whose trajectories minimize a given function. Some of them arise from physics and
technology, others are motivated by iterative numerical methods.

The asymptotic behaviour of their trajectories is studied by lot of mathematicians,
physicists and engineers. Some of them deal with either the gradient or the Newton
method and model the given method by a system of first order differential equa-
tions (shortly FO-ODE) system (e.g. Antipin [3], Attouch and Cominetti [4], Bot-
saris [7], Brown and Bartholomew-Biggs [9], Cominetti et al. [13], Evtushenko and
Zhadan [14], Flåm [16], Hauser and Nedić [21], Branin and Hoo [8], Kovács [22,23],
(Vasil’ev and Kovács [28]), Venec and Rybashov [31], Zhang et al [32] etc.).

There are some ODE models in connection with the optimization that arise from
physical problems such as e.g. the heavy ball with friction, the problem of a nonlinear
oscillator with dumping, evolution equations with linear dumping and convex poten-
tial. These problems generally lead to a second order differential equations (shortly
SO-ODE) system. Results concerning such type of SO-ODE models can be found
e.g. in the papers Alvarez [1]; Attouch [2], Attouch et al. [6], Cabot et al. [11, 12]),
Goudou and Munier [17], Vasil’ev et al. [27], Vasil’ev and Nedich [29]. There are
some papers discussing higher order methods (e.g. Vasiljev and Nedić [30], Vasil’ev
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and Nedić [29], Nedić [24]), too. However, the mentioned papers, except Vasil’ev et
al. [27], deal with such SO-ODE systems that are linear in Px.

From the mentioned methods only a few deal with the solution of constrained
optimization problem. The authors of the papers Antipin [3], Nedić [24], Vasil’ev
and Nedich [29], Vasiljev and Nedić [30] use the projection gradient for handing
the constraints, but this technique makes it possible to use only relatively simple
constraints. In Kovács [22] the penalty function technique is used and in Vasiljev and
Nedić [30], Vasil’ev and Nedich [29] and Vasil’ev et al. [27] the two techniques are
used together.

In the cases when the minimum point is not unique, a suitable regularization ap-
pears in the ODE systems to control the trajectories to the direction of a well-defined
solution (see e.g. in Attouch and Czarnecki [5], Cabot [10], Cominetti et al. [13],
Kovács [22], Vasil’ev et al [27] etc.)

It can be seen, that the higher the order of the optimizer ODE system is and more
optimization and control parameters are built into the ODE system, the more com-
plicated the synchronization of the conditions between the parameter functions.

In this paper we deal with a SO-ODE system of four parameter functions, two of
them define the structure of the SODE system, one is the penalty parameter and one
is the control parameter of the regularization.

2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

In this section we formulate our convex programming problem (shortly CP prob-
lem) for that we try to associate SO-ODE systems whose trajectories’ limit points
give the solution of the CP problem. We describe those known techniques, methods
and lemmas that will be used in our investigation.

2.1. CP problem

Let f W Rn ! R and gi W Rn ! R; i D 1; : : : ;m be convex continuously differ-
entiable functions and let gi W Rn ! R; i D mC 1; : : : ; s be linear ones, and let us
consider the following CP problem:

f .x/!min
x2X

(2.1)

where

X D fx 2 Rn W gi .x/� 0; i D 1; : : : ;m; gi .x/D 0; i DmC1; : : : ; s:g (2.2)

We assume that the problem (2.1)-(2.2) satisfies the following conditions:

A1): it is Slater-regular, i.e. there exists a Slater-point x such that gi .x/ < 0,
i D 1; : : : ;m;

A2): the minimum is finite, i.e. f�D inff .x/ >�1, and the given CP problem
has at least one solution, i.e. X� D fx 2X W f .x/D f�g ¤¿.
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The constrained optimization problem may be solved by solving a sequence of
unconstrained minimization problems

˚k.x/D f .x/CAkP.x/! min
x2Rn

; k D 1;2; : : : ; (2.3)

where the penalty function P.x/ is defined by

P.x/D
1

p

sX
iD1

jgCi .x/j
p; jgCi .x/j D

�
max.0;gi .x//; i D 1; : : : ;m

jgi .x/j; i DmC1; : : : ; s

(2.4)
and p > 1, moreover Ak !1 if k !1. If x�

k
is a minimum point of the k-th

problem ˚k.x/! min
x2Rn

then there is a subsequence fxkj g of fxkg which converges

to one of the minimum point of the original problem (2.1)-(2.2) (see Fiacco and
McCormick [15]).

However from the convexity of the objective and constraints functions it does not
follow that the minimum point of the CP problem is unique, and hence it can not be
expected that any subsequence tends to the same minimum point. Our aim is to find
the so called minimal norm solution, i.e. we seek the point x 2X� such that

jjx�jj D inf
x2X�

jjxjj: (2.5)

Therefore we use the regularization technique of A. N. Tichonov (see Tichonov [26],
Tikhonov and Vasilev [25]).

The regularization of the convex programming means that the penalized minimiz-
ing function will be approximated with a bundle of strong convex functions depend-
ing on a parameter of the regularization. By harmonizing the chosen regularization
parameter with the coefficient of the penalty function, one can expect that the se-
quence of the unique minimum points of the auxiliary functions tends to one of the
well defined minimum point of the original minimizing function independently of
the starting point. The possibility of this type of regularization is based on Lemma 1.
It simplifies the Theorem of (Vasil’ev and Kov ács [28]) in the following sense: the
used topological space is Rn with the norm-topology, all constraints are handled by
penalty function of type (2.4), ˝.x/ D jjxjj2. Moreover, it is also assumed that the
objective and constraints functions values as well as the unconstrained minimum can
be computed exactly.

Lemma 1. Let the CP-problem (2.1)-(2.2) satisfy the conditions A1-A2 and let
x� denote the minimal norm solution of this problem. Let us introduce the bundle of
functions

Tk.x/D f .x/CAkP.x/C
1

2
�kjjxjj2; k D 1;2; : : : ; (2.6)

whereP.x/ is defined by (2.4), fAk W kD 0;1;2; :::g is an infinite monotone increasing
and f�k W k D 0;1;2; :::g is an infinite monotone decreasing sequence satisfying the
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conditions

lim
k!1

Ak D1; lim
k!1

�k D 0; lim
k!1

A
1=.p�1/

k
�k D1:

If x�
k

denotes the unique solution of the unconstrained minimization problem Tk.x/!
min
x2Rn

with fixed k, then the sequence fjjx�
k
jj;k D 0;1; : : :g is bounded and

lim
k!1

f .x�k/D f�I lim
k!1

AkP.x�k/D 0I lim
k!1

jjx�k �x�jj D 0:

This lemma remains valid if the parameter sequences are changed for continuous
functions of time t and everywhere in the lemma the convergence is considered as
t !1.

In our investigation the continuous version of this lemma will be used.

2.2. ODE systems associated to CP problems

The most frequently used methods of unconstrained optimization are iterative
methods, e.g. the gradient and Newton methods, the Fletcher-Reeves iteration etc.
Any iterative method can be considered as Euler-discretization of an ODE system
with stepsize 1. This ODE system is called the continuous version of the given
method. So, with different numerical methods one can associate several types of
differential equations with the same CP problem and one can define those conditions,
under which the trajectories of these ODE systems converge to a minimum point.
The associated ODE system may be first or higher order.

To speak about the limit point of the trajectories if t !1 it is necessary that the
right maximal interval will be the whole Œt0;1/. To guarantee this property we will
use the idea of local Lipschitz continuity.

We will say that the vector function ˚ W W ! Rk defined on the open subset
W � Rn is local Lipschitz continuous if it is Lipschitz continuous on every compact
subset of W . If I0 � R is open, then the function ˚.x; t / W W � I0 ! Rk is local
Lipschitz continuous if it is Lipschitz continuous in x on any compact subset V �W ,
and continuous in t on any closed interval I � I0.

If an ODE system associated with an iterative method of minimization has a unique
solution on Œt0;1/ then we say that

� it is a minimizing model if along its trajectories lim
t!1

f .x.t//D f�;
� it is convergent if any trajectory of it converges in norm to some x� 2X�, i.e.
jjx.t/�x�jj ! 0.

The trajectories of a convergent minimizing model are called minimizing trajectories.
The ODE systems associated with an unconstrained optimization problem f .x/!

min
x2Rn

f .x/ by gradient and Newton methods can be written in the forms

PxD�rf .x/; PxD�H.x/�1rf .x/
x.t0/D x0 x.t0/D x0;
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respectively, where H.x/ is the Hessian of f .x/. In these cases if x� denotes a min-
imum point of the function f .x/ then x� is a stationary point of both FO-ODE system.

In general, x� is a stationary point for a FO-ODE system if its right hand side turns
into a null-vector in this point for all t � t0. If the minimum point is a stationary
point of the associated ODE system then the convergence of the trajectories to x� is
equivalent with the asymptotic stability of x�, therefore the well known Lyapunov
function methods are useful to prove the convergence with an appropriately chosen
Lyapunov function (see e.g. Evtushenko and Zhadan [14], Flåm [16], Venec and
Rybashov [31]).

In contrary, in a FO-ODE system associated with a regularized unconstrained or a
regularized convex programming problem given by (2.1)-(2.2) where the constraints
are handled by penalty function of type (2.4) the minimum point x� is not necessary
stationary point (e.g. in the case of regularized continuous gradient method).

As it was pointed out in Kovács [23], the minimization models modelled by FO-
ODE systems can be divided into two classes. Those models described by a FO-ODE
system for which the point x� is a stationary point of the system belong to the first
class. To the second class of the models belong those continuous first order models,
for which the minimum point is not stationary, but the trajectories exist on the whole
Œt0;1/ and along the trajectories the right hand side vector of the differential equation
system tends to the null-vector if t!1. Following Kovács [23] we say in this case,
that x� is stationary in limit.

The definition of stationary and stationary in limit points can be extended for
higher order ODE systems, too. We will say, that a point is stationary point or sta-
tionary in limit point of a second or higher order ODE system if it is stationary or
stationary in limit point respectively for the equivalent FO-ODE system.

As it was shown in Kovács [22,23] the Lyapunov-type methods are also applicable
to prove the convergence of the trajectories to a point stationary in limit.

The following lemma will be useful in proving the existence of the trajectories of
the examined SO-SODE system on Œt0;1/.

Lemma 2. Suppose that there exist 0� T0 � Tmax <1 such that
(1) the parametric scalar functions g.t;�/;� 2 .T0;Tmax� are defined and non-

negative for all t 2 ŒT0; �/, they are continuously differentiable with respect
to t ;

(2) g.T0; �/�K uniformly in � ;
(3) for every fixed � 2 .T0;Tmax� the function g.t;�/ satisfies the differential in-

equality
d
dt
g.t;�/� �'.t/g.t;�/C .t/.� � t /k (2.7)

on the interval ŒT0; �/, where k is a nonnegative integer, the functions '.t/ >
0 and  .t/ are defined and continuous on ŒT0;1/ and integrable on any
finite interval of ŒT0;1/.
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Then for every fixed � 2 .T0;Tmax� the function g.t;�/ is bounded on ŒT0; �/ and
g.�;�/D lim

t!�
g.t;�/ <1.

Proof. Let

u.t;�/D g.T0; �/e
�
R t
T0
'.�/d�

C

Z t

T0

 .�/.� ��/ke

R �
T0
'.�/d�

d� (2.8)

be the solution of the linear ODE

PuD�'.t/uC .t/.� � t /k; u.T0; �/D g.T0; �/: (2.9)

Since '.t/ and  .t/ are continuous on ŒT0;1/, u.t;�/ is the unique solution on
ŒT0;1/, consequently u.t;�/ is bounded on every closed finite interval of ŒT0;1/.

Using the Gronwall lemma we have that for every � 2 .T0;Tmax�

g.t;�/� u.t;�/ for all T0 � t < �;

from this fact and from the continuity of g.t;�/ the boundedness of g.t;�/ on ŒT0; � �
immediately follows. �

To examine the limit points of the trajectories when the maximal right hand interval
of existence is Œt0;1/, the following lemma taken from Kovács [23] will be useful.
However, we have to remark that detailed proof of this statement can only be found
in the proof of the Theorem of Kovács [22], and only for the special case k D 1.
Therefore, here we sketch its proof, too.

Lemma 3. Let the conditions 1-3 of the Lemma 2 be satisfied when Tmax D1.
Moreover assume that the functions '.t/ and  .t/ are endowed with the following
properties:

(4)
R1
T0
'.t/dt D1; lim

t!1

 .t/

'kC1.t/
D 0;

(5) in the case k � 1 the function '.t/ is differentiable and lim
t!1

P'.t/

'2.t/
D 0,

then lim
�!1

g.�;�/D 0:

Proof. It is enough to prove that u.�;�/!1 if t !1 where u.t;�/ is defined
by (2.8). Under the condition 3. the convergence of the first term of (2.8) to zero is
trivial. By induction on k it can be proved that for all nonnegative integer k the limit

lim
�!1

e

R �
T0
'.�/d�

'k.�/D1 holds true and hence we can estimate the second term by

applying .kC1/ times the L’Hospital rule and finally by the additional conditions 4
and 5 of this lemma. �

The function g.t;�/ plays the role of a Lyapunov-like function in stability theory
or the energy function in the theory of dissipative systems.
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3. MINIMIZING PROPERTY OF THE REGULARIZED FR-TYPE SO-ODE
(R-FR-TYPE SO-ODE) SYSTEM ASSOCIATED WITH THE CP PROBLEM

3.1. Construction of the R-FR-type SO-ODE system associated with the CP prob-
lem

Let us now examine an ODE system associated with the CP problem (2.1)-(2.2)
by the Fletcher-Reeves iteration applied to the minimization of the penalized and
regularized unconstrained function (2.6). This iteration can be formulated as follows:
Let be given two vectors, namely xk 2Rn and dk 2Rn which are called the k-th state
vector and k-th searching direction, respectively. Let the sequence .xk;dk/2Rn�Rn

be defined by

xkC1 D xkC˛kdk; (3.1)

dkC1 D�rxF.xkC1/Cˇkdk; k D 0;1;2; : : : ; (3.2)

starting with x0 2 Rn;d0 D �rxFk.x0/. To obtain a convergent process we have to
use well defined (we do not present here the details) changing rules for the sequences
˛k;ˇk;Ak and �k .

It is easy to see that this iteration can be considered as the Euler discretization of
the non-autonomous FO-ODE system of 2n variables

PxD ˛.t/d (3.3)
PdD�rxF.xC˛.t/d; t /C .ˇ.t/�1/d (3.4)

were

F.x; t /D f .x/CA.t/P.x/C
1

2
�.t/jjxjj2; (3.5)

corresponds to (2.6) and the rules of change of all parameters are described by con-
tinuous functions.

(3.3)-(3.4) can be transformed by the substitution p.t/D ˛.t/d.t/ into the follow-
ing ones:

PxD p (3.6)
PpD�˛.t/rxF.xCp; t /�.t/p (3.7)

with the initial values
x.t0/D x0; p.t0/D p0; (3.8)

where .t/D�
P̨ .t/

˛.t/
�ˇ.t/C1.

It is clear, that the FO-ODE system (3.6)-(3.7) with the initial values (3.8) is equi-
valent to the SO-ODE system

RxC.t/PxC˛.t/rxF.xC Px; t /D 0 (3.9)

with initial values
x.t0/D x0; Px.t0/D p0: (3.10)
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The ODE systems given by (3.6),(3.7) and (3.8) or by (3.9) and (3.10) will be
called regularized FR-type SO-ODE (shortly R-FR type SO-ODE) system associated
with the CP problem.

Since the Fletcher-Reeves iteration uses the new state point in the construction of
the new direction, our SO-ODE system usually will not be linear in the first derivative
vector Px in contrary to the examined SO-ODE systems mentioned in the Introduction.
In connection with optimization, such type of SO-ODE systems has been investigated
in Hajba [18] for the unconstrained minimization of a strong convex function. The
asymptotic behaviour of the regularized FR-type SO-ODE system associated with
the unconstrained minimization of convex but not necessary strong convex function
has been analyzed in Hajba [20]. A similar problem for constrained optimization has
been examined in Vasil’ev et al. [27], but their result is obtained under other (and
more complicated) assumptions than the ones used here.

It is worth looking at the special case of the CP problem when the objective func-
tion is quadratic and the constraints are given with a linear equality system, i.e. a
hyperspace. Namely, let Q be a symmetric positive semidefinite n� n matrix and
c 2 Rn. Moreover, let be given an m�n matrix B, and a vector b0 2 Rm. Consider
the CP problem

1

2
hx;QxiChc;xi subject to BxD b0:

To define the function F.x; t / we use the penalty function

P.x/D
1

2
jjBx�b0jj2:

Then the SO-ODE system (3.9) takes the following shape

RxC
�
.t/ECH.t/

�
PxCH.t/xCh.t/D 0;

with matrix functions

H.t/D ˛.t/
�
QCA.t/BTBC�.t/E

�
; h.t/D ˛.t/

�
cCA.t/BT b0

�
;

where E denotes the unit matrix and the upper index T denotes transposition.
Although in this special case the SO-ODE system is linear in Px, too, but its coeffi-

cient is a time dependent matrix function. So, our SO-ODE system for this relatively
simple problem also essentially differs from the SO-ODE systems analized in papers
mentioned in the Introduction, and it has not been examined yet.

3.2. Asymptotic behaviour of the trajectories of the R-FR-type SO-ODE systems

The following proposition characterizes the R-FR-type SO-ODE systems associ-
ated with the CP problem given by (2.1)-(2.2).
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Proposition 1. Let us assume that

(1) the CP-problem defined by (2.1)-(2.2) satisfies the conditions A1 and A2 and
the functions f .x/ and gi .x/; i D 1; : : : ;m are continuously differentiable
convex functions on Rn and the gradients rf .x/ and rgi .x/; i D 1; : : : ;m
are local Lipschitz continuous;

(2) the penalty function P.x/ in the construction of F.x; t / is defined by (2.4);
(3) the parameter functions ˛.t/ and .t/ of the systems (3.6)-(3.7) and (3.9)

fulfill the following conditions:
a) ˛.t/ is a positive, monotone decreasing and continuously differentiable

function on Œt0;1/;
b) .t/ is a monotone nonincreasing, continuously differentiable function

on Œt0;1/ and .t/� 1 > 1 for all t � t0;
(4) the coefficient A.t/ of the penalty function in the construction of F.x; t / is a

positive continuously differentiable concave function and satisfies the condi-
tions lim

t!1
A.t/D1 and ˛.t/A.t/� A0 <1;

(5) for the regularization parameter �.t/ the following assumptions hold:
a) �.t/ is a positive continuously differentiable monotone decreasing con-

vex function on Œt0;1/ for all t � t0 and lim
t!1

�.t/D lim
t!1

P�.t/D 0;

b) ˛.t0/�.t0/D 1, while
1R
t0

˛.t/�.t/D1;

c) lim
t!1

P̨ .t/

˛2.t/�.t/
D lim
t!1

P�.t/

˛.t/�2.t/
D lim
t!1

PA.t/

˛.t/�2.t/
D 0;

d) lim
t!1

A.t/1=.p�1/�.t/D1.

Then

(1) the trajectories of (3.6)-(3.7), respectively of (3.9) exist and unique on the
whole half-line Œt0;1/ with any initial point (3.8) resp. (3.10);

(2) the trajectories converge to the minimal norm solution, i.e. if x� satisfies the
condition inf

x2X�

jjxjj D jjx�jj, then lim
t!1

jjx.t/�x�jj D 0;

(3) lim
t!1

f .x.t//D f .x�/D inf
x2X

f .x/, i.e. the SO-ODE system given by (3.6)-

(3.7) or (3.9) is a minimizing model and its trajectories are minimizing tra-
jectories;

(4) lim
t!1

jjp.t/jj D lim
t!1

jjPx.t/jj D 0;

(5) lim
t!1

jjRx.t/jj D 0, i.e. the minimal norm solution x� is a stationary in limit
minimum point.

Proof. The continuity in t of the right hand side of (3.6)-(3.7), resp. (3.9) im-
mediately follows from the continuity conditions given for the parameter functions.
From the convexity and continuity of gi .x/; i D 1; : : : ;m follows the local Lipschitz
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continuity of these functions which together with the assumed local Lipschitz con-
tinuity of rgi .x/; i D 1; : : : ;m calls forth the local Lipschitz continuity of rP.x/.
Consequently the right hand side of (3.6)-(3.7) is also local Lipschitz continuous in
x. This property guaranties the existence and uniqueness of the trajectories on a right
maximal interval Œt0; tmax/ with t0 < tmax �1. In order to prove that tmax D1, let
us show that jPx.t/j and jRx.t/j D jPp.t/j are bounded.

For every fixed t0 < � <1 the function F.x; �/ defined by (3.5) is a strong convex
function, therefore it has a unique minimum point x�� . Let x� be the minimal norm
solution of the CP-problem. Under the assumption 4, 5.a) and 5.d) of the proposition
the conditions of the Lemma 1 are satisfied, so there exists a constant K such that
jjx�� jj �K for all t0 � � .

Let us introduce the parametric function

g.t;�/D
1

2
jjx.t/�x�� Cp.t/jj2C

C
1

4
˛.t/�.t/jjx.t/�x�� jj

2
C
1

2
..t/�1/jjx.t/�x�� jj

2

for fixed tmax � � � t0.
It follows from the conditions 3.a), 3.b) and 5.a) that g.t;�/� 0 for all t0 � t < � ,

and Lemma 1 guaranties the uniformly boundedness of g.t0; �/ in � .
For the derivative of g.t;�/ we have

d
dt
g.t;�/D�˛.t/

D
rxF.x.t/Cp.t/; t/;x.t/�x�� Cp.t/

E
C

C
1

4

d
dt
.˛.t/�.t//jjx.t/�x�� jj

2
C
1

2
˛.t/�.t/

D
x.t/�x�� ;p.t/

E
C

C .1�.t//jjp.t/jj2C
1

2
P.t/jjx.t/�x�� jj

2

for all t0 � t < � . (Here and in the following h�; �i denotes the scalar product.)
Omitting the non-positive terms we have that

d
dt
g.t;�/��˛.t/

D
rxF.x.t/Cp.t/; t/;x.t/�x�� Cp.t/

E
C

C
1

2
˛.t/�.t/

D
x.t/�x�� ;p.t/

E
D

D�˛.t/
D
rxF.x.t/Cp.t/; t/�rxF.x�� ; t /;x.t/�x�� Cp.t/

E
�

�˛.t/
D
rxF.x�� ; t /�rxF.x�� ; �/;x.t/�x�� Cp.t/

E
C

C
1

2
˛.t/�.t/

D
x.t/�x�� ;p.t/

E
: (3.11)
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For every fixed t the convexity modulus of the strong convex function F.x; t / is
1

2
�.t/, therefore

�˛.t/
D
rxF.x.t/Cp.t/; t/�rxF.x�� ; t /;x.t/�x�� Cp.t/

E
�

� �˛.t/�.t/jjx.t/�x�� Cp.t/jj2: (3.12)

To estimate the term �˛.t/
D
rxF.x�� ; t /�rxF.x�� ; �/;x.t/� x�� Cp.t/

E
we apply

the inequality

�

D
a;b

E
�

1

�.t/
jjajj2C

�.t/

4
jjbjj2:

Namely,

�˛.t/
D
rxF.x

�
� ; t /�rxF.x

�
� ; �/;x.t/�x�� Cp.t/

E
D

D�˛.t/
D
.A.t/�A.�//rP.x�� /;x.t/�x�� Cp.t/

E
�

�˛.t/
D
.�.t/��.�//x�� ;x.t/�x�� Cp.t/

E
�

�
˛.t/

�.t/

�
.A.t/�A.�//2jjrP.x�� /jj

2
C .�.t/��.�//2jjx�� jj

2
�
C

C
˛.t/�.t/

2
jjx.t/�x�� Cp.t/jj2

Since the sequence jjx�� jj is bounded due to the Lemma 1 and jjrP.x/jj is con-
tinuous, therefore there exists a constant K � 0 do not depending on the parameter �
such that maxfjjrP.x�� /; jjx�� jjg �K

1
2 . Using this fact and Conditions 4. and 5.a we

have that

�˛.t/
D
rxF.x�� ; t /�rxF.x�� ; �/;x.t/�x�� Cp.t/

E
�

�K
˛.t/

�.t/

�
PA2.t/C P�2.t/

�
.� � t /2C

˛.t/�.t/

2
jjx.t/�x�� Cp.t/jj2 D

D
˛.t/�.t/

2
jjx.t/�x�� Cp.t/jj2C .t/.� � t /2; (3.13)

where  .t/DK
˛.t/

�.t/

�
PA2.t/C P�2.t/

�
:

Substituting the inequalities (3.12) and (3.13) into (3.11) and taking into consider-
ation that .t/ is non-increasing we have that

d
dt
g.t;�/��

1

2
˛.t/�.t/jjx.t/�x�� Cp.t/jj2C

1

2
˛.t/�.t/

D
x.t/�x�� ;p.t/

E
C

C .t/.� � t /2 D
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D�
1

4
˛.t/�.t/jjx.t/�x�� Cp.t/jj2�

1

4
˛.t/�.t/jjx.t/�x�� Cp.t/jj2C

C
1

2
˛.t/�.t/

D
x.t/�x�� ;p.t/

E
C .t/.� � t /2 �

��
1

4
˛.t/�.t/jjx.t/Cp.t/�x�� jj

2
�
1

8
˛.t/�.t/jjx�x�� jj

2
�

�
1

8
˛.t/�.t/ �

.t/�1

.t0/�1
jjx�x�� jj

2
C .t/.� � t /2 D

D�a.t/
1

2
jjx.t/Cp.t/�x�� jj

2
�b.t/

1

4
˛.t/�.t/jjx�x�� jj

2
�

� c.t/
1

2
..t/�1/jjx�x�� jj

2
C .t/.� � t /2;

where a.t/D
1

2
˛.t/�.t/, b.t/D

1

2
, c.t/D

1

4..t0/�1/
˛.t/�.t/D C1˛.t/.t/.

Since ˛.t/�.t/ � 1, so a.t/ � 1
2

for all t � t0. Otherwise, c.t/D 2C1a.t/, con-
sequently, there exists K1 Dminf1;2C1g> 0, depending only on .t0/ such that

d
dt
g.t;�/� �K1˛.t/�.t/g.t;�/C .t/.� � t /

2

for all t0 � t < � .
The functions g.t;�/; '.t/ D K1˛.t/�.t/ and  .t/ satisfy the conditions 1 and

2 of the Lemma 2, so there exists a constant Kg such that g.t; tmax/ � Kg for all
t0 � t < tmax.

Let us assume, that the right maximal interval of existence is finite, i.e. tmax <1.
Then g.t; tmax/�Kg for all t 2 Œt0; tmax/. From the definition of g.t;�/ immediately
follows that

jjx.t/�x�tmax
Cp.t/jj � S; jjx.t/�x�tmax

jj � S

with some constant S for all t 2 Œt0; tmax/. Using the triangle inequality, the mono-
tonity of the parameter functions ˛.t/ and �.t/ and the boundedness of x�� obtained
from the Lemma 1, one can easily derive constant R such that for

jjx.t/jj � jjx.t/�x�tmax
jjC jjx�tmax

jj �R; (3.14)

and

jjPx.t/jj D jjp.t/jj � jjx.t/�x�tmax
Cp.t/jjC jjx.t/�x�tmax

jj �R: (3.15)

for all t 2 Œt0; tmax/. Let

B D f.x;p; t / W jjxjj �R; jjpjj �R; jt � t0j � tmaxg:

Using the continuity of the vector-function rxF.x; t / and the upper estimate
sup

.x;p;t/2B
jjrxF.xC p; t /jj, together with the continuity of ˛.t/;A.t/;�.t/ we have

jjRx.t/jj D jj Ppjj �R if R is chosen large enough.
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Since B is a compact set and .x.t/;p.t/; tmax/ 2 B , applying again the local ex-
istence theorem with the initial value .x.tmax/;p.tmax//, we can extend the maximal
solution to a strictly larger interval, which is a clear contradiction.

Consequently, the solution .x.t/;p.t// of (3.6)-(3.7) exists on the whole halfline
Œt0;1/, so we can speak about the limit points of the trajectories when t !1 .

Conditions 5.a), 5.b) and 5.c) ensure that g.t;�/ satisfies the conditions 4 and 5
of the Lemma 3 and hence lim

�!1
g.�;�/D 0 . From here and from the continuity of

the function f .x/ and by using the triangle inequality as in the previous part of the
proof, we immediately obtain all statements of the proposition. �

3.3. Admissible parameter functions of the minimizing R-FR-type SO-ODE system

Studying the unconstrained minimization problem without regularization we have
found several classes of parameter functions (see Hajba [19]) of the SO-ODE sys-
tem, which satisfy the conditions given in Hajba [18] for the convergence. Since
our problem examined in this paper is more complicated, here we give only two
parameter classes which satisfy the conditions of the Proposition 1 assuming that

P.x/D
mP
iD1

jgCi .x/j
2.

It can be seen that we have the widest freedom in the choice of the function .t/,
since it does not depend on the other parameters, only Condition 3.b) must be satis-
fied.

Let

˛.t/D ˛0.1C t /
�˛; and �.t/D �0.1C t /

��:

Substituting these functions into the limit conditions of the Proposition 1. we can
look for A.t/ in different forms. Namely,
Case 1. Let A.t/D A0.1C t /A. In this case the conditions of the Proposition 1. are
satisfied if and only if

0 < A0; 0 < ˛0; 0 < �0 ˛0�0 D 1;

0 < � < A� ˛; ˛C� < 1; A� 1�˛�2�:

In general the obtained system of inequalities has lots of solutions, e.g. an appropriate
choice of the parameters is

A0 D ˛0 D �0 D 1; AD ˛ D
1

4
; �D

1

8
:

Case 2. Let A.t/DA0.1C t /A ln.1C t /. In this case the following inequality system
must be satisfied:

0 < A0; 0 < ˛0; 0 < �0 ˛0�0 D 1;

0 < � < A < ˛; ˛C� < 1; A <
1

2
; A� 1�˛�2�:
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This system also has solution, e.g.

A0 D ˛0 D �0 D 1; AD
1

4
; ˛ D

3

8
; �D

1

8

satisfies it.
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